Symposium in Honor of Prof. R. Amritavalli

November 20, 2015

EFL University, India

Prof. R Amritavalli, a renowned linguist and teacher of linguistics, has been teaching courses in Theoretical Linguistics and Language Acquisition for more than forty years at CIEFL and EFL University. She has officially guided many students through their M Phil and Ph.D. programmes and numerous others for Masters Studies. For more than three decades, she has been one of the most prominent names in Dravidian linguistics: her research publications are cited in many publications by linguists in India and abroad. Through her work in language teaching, she has forged strong bonds between the grassroots language education and academia.

This symposium is being organized by the School of Language Sciences to honor her on her 65th birth year. The aim of the symposium is to create a platform and facilitate knowledge sharing in the areas of theoretical linguistics, language acquisition, language disorders and language teaching. Students living in many parts of India plan to come together in Hyderabad, India on November 20, 2015 to hold this symposium.

Participation is by registration.
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